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The organization and format of an elementary foreign 1anlguage

textbook is an extremely important factor in determining the ease

and comfort with which the stud6nt makes his way through the vast

maze of the unfamiliar tongue. The forAord of one French text

divided into traditional lessons ends by extolling what the bOok

can do "in the hands of an able and dedicated teacher."1 This

assertion could apply to most texts if we add able to adjust,

rearranr:o, supplement, edit, rewrite, and dedicated to the thank-

less and time-consuming task.

The fact is that most teachers teach the book as written,

with only minimal departures. Teacher inertia, inexperience,

and, on the college level, the departmental constraints of pacing,

course coordination, and multisection examinations all combine to

produce this effect. For the student, the result is too often

frustration and discomfort, which culminate, as the (,'ear progresses-f

in simple strain--and strain is rarely compatible with pleasure.

He is straining to keep his head above the confused water of rules

and their axeeptions, active vOcabulary imperfectly learned

through distraction from excessive intrusion of passive vocabulary

imposed by the story line. And alongside the strain and frustra-

tion, incidentally, there ib disdain for and boredom with Paul

the Amnri,an and Suzanne Vrie French friendthe inevitable two

without whose continuing adventures the authors must feel the

languao, would not stand up. For conscientious teachers, text-

ci boot,. sr,lection habs been a matter of discovering the one among

4- myriad (it's an incredibly prolific field) which will require

the least redoin. Teachers arc weary of unrave.:1:Log textbook

0 materal for more orderly and clear presentation.
-1

An el,,mPntry cJyLbook writton in lessons organizes into a

limitod numbr Qr lar'T Ilements the between one hundred and two

hundrnd indlvi 11 points of pTammar atvi idiom to b'e tauftt.
2



These blocks may be called lessons, units, or chapters, but we

shall call them lessons for our purposes. The number of lessons

may vary from as few as thirteen to as many as thirty. In the

upper part of this range, the number is thought of as corres-

ponding roughly to, die weeks of the academic year, and the pre-

face frequently describes exactly how best to divide the book

for pac,ing purposes on either a semester or a quarter system.

The combination of individual points of grammar into lessons

can be of two sorts. Two or more completely unrelated points can

be treated cogether, such as the Gervan irregular weak verbs and

the future and fature perfect tense; or a lesson may be devoted

to a large block of systematically related grammar which, from

a pedaogical point of view, consists in fact of many individual

points (e.g., the perfect tenses of Cerman verbs, or the French

subjunctive).,

Each lesson is structured according to a set sequence of

di tinct components. An older p..ttern, but one still frequently

encouptered, could be outlined as follows:

Presentation
Explanation.(all new grammar)
Drills (on each point separately)
Exercises (mixing points)
Vocabulary for lessOn

There are usually other incidental components, but these are

the essential ones. Typically, the presentation consists of a

single dialogue, a single reading selection, or both. But it can

also be in the form of/pattern sentences or direct method demon-

strations. The neat separation of components in tha above pattern

maku for a clear organization, but the student must leaf over

everal pages (as many as fifteen in one German textbook) from a

given explanation to the corresponding drill. We sense a wide-
,

spread unawareness of the degree to which this traditional form

of the 1es1;on organization, so familiar and transparent tc the

teacher, is a serious source of confusion to the uninitiated

learner.

A n0wer lesson structure favored especially in French texts

could be outlined thus:
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Presehtation
Explanation of first point
Drill on first point
Explanation of second point
Drill on second point, etc.
Recombination readings

This pattern reflects the growing recognitfion of the need to bring

together the explanation of individual grammar points and the

corresponding arills. But if the grammar in an.individual explana-

tion componen includes exceptions and peripheral points, the

tekcher who esely excludes the peripheral initially will find

himself selectiog for assignment only those numbers in the drills,

that are appropriate (e.g., Exercise A, numbers one, three, five,

seven, and ten).

An advertised feature in books with presentation readings

and dialogues is the integrated lesson. Most of the new vocabulary

and all the new po,ints of grammar are introduced in the dialogues

or readings, in which authors of German textbooks, especially,

take great pride. The presentation is the point of'departure in

writing the lesson, for the vocabulary, structures, and contexts

found here are repeated and varied in the drillsthe lesson is

integrated. In the abstract, the integrated lesson is a desirable

goal, but in practice there are many pitfalls and difficulties

of execution. For if they combine too much new grammar and voca-

bulary, presentation dialogues and especially presentation readings

are too difficult to serve as the initial point of attack for a

lesson.3 4So the instructor goes to the individual explanations

and drills, only to find that the sentences there are context-

bound variations of statements in the dialogue or reading, and

that the4 do not make sense unless the presentation has been

covered. Too often, the integrated lesson is self-enclosed;

it offers no easy point of attack.

The underlying principle of the lesson organization is

continuity. This continuity takes two forms. On the one hand,

ethere is a continuity of the lesson block, and of the recurring

sequence of components within the lesson block, from the beginning

of the book to the end. Secondly, the presentation dialogues and

readings are characterized by continuity, both internally'and

4
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frequently al.so in the form of a continuous story line fiction

which carried over from one lesson to the next. In both its

manifestations, this continuity brings with it many serious

drsadvantaes. In the first pl',ce, no single lesson idea with a

single type of recurring prese tions and,execcises is equally

appropriate to all,the points h must be introduced in a

beginning textbook. Pc,r exam} a presentation through pattern

sentences to be produced on cu- works well with simple statements

in the early lessons, but it breaks down with longer structures

such as relative clauses. Nor do relative clauses lend themselves

to transformation exercises, however well such transformations

may work with other points of grammar. In many texts, however,

transformations are used in the lesson on relative pronouns simply

because this type of exercise occurs in the same corponent slot

in earlier lessons. The beginning student will not be able-to t

produce these long structures actively. What is the honest success

reali7ed from attempts to transform into one smooIh sentence the

target language equivalents of 'Mary has some books."Her sister

needs the books.' ('Mary has some books Lwhich] her sister needs.')

We would do better to consider rpcognition learning as an objective

for this structure in the first year.

Within each lesson, the continuity of a single connected pre-

sentation dialegue or reading simply makes these components un-

necessarily difficult. A careful search of the Romance languages

or German will yield a large number of disconnected short state-

ments that can be used at the earliest stages in teaching these

languages. Those statements'will be authentic, will usually pre-

sent mlnimal points of grammar in very simple terms, and will be

easy for the learner to, master. But as soon as the effort is made

to write extended connected prose or dialogue, it becomes almost

impossible to create good, material at the beginning level of diffi-

culty. So the connected reading selections in most German text-

books, especially, are riddled with footnotes, and the longer

connected dialogues contain too much new and unexplained material

for the studont to cope with comfortably. A limited and controlled

vocabulary bocomes imrossible, and the leXicon the authors do intro-

duce is dictated not by being thn most frequent vocabulary connected

-



with the new grammar,but by the requirements of the chosen

episode.

A dialogue in a popular French text is a gOod exaMple of

how, the episode dictates the lexicon. It occurs early in the

first term and takes place between the young American student

'couple, in bed in their,Rambuteau apartment, unable to sleep,

discUssing dreams of their soon-to-be-born child. Will'he be

cute, blond, healthy, intelligent? 'Like Mom? Like Dad? Will

\he perhaps be twins? The dialogue oontains more than a hundred

words, including the French equivalents of 'to joke,' °to dream,'\-

'to earn'--plus numerous extraneous bits of popular French thrown

in for authenticity. What is valuable for early learning in this

dialogue is obscured by the infrequent vocabulary required by

the fiction.

The continuity of a single connected presentation has a

further drawback. It,tends to prevent textbook authors from ex-

ploiting the full communicative potential of the, new grammar they

do introduce. In the treatment ot*. the qerman separable prefix

verbs, for example, one would ideally expect an elementary text-

book to introduce the approximately twenty verbs (and corresponding

utterances) most useful in getting around in the country and commu-

nicating in'the classroom. The list would includes anfangen 'to

begin'; aufhOren 'to cease'; einladen 'to invite'; (im Wagen)

abholen 'to pick up' (in the car); (Geld) ausgeben 'to spend'

(money) ; aussehen 'to look, appear'; aufstehen 'to get up';

able,-,en 'to deposit one's outer garments'; aufmachen and zumachen

'to open and close'; ausgehen 'to go out'; einschlafen 'to fall

asleep'; and the verbs of travel ankommen, abfahren, einsteigen,

_
aussteicren, umstoigen 'to arrive, depart, get on, off, or change

conveyances.' The situations covered by these verbs are so varied

that it would be impossible to include all er even most of them

in a single presentation without extreme forcing. At best, six

or seven could be worked into a dialogue on travel. One on any

othor subject would not do even that well. In practice, what

cannot be worked into the presentation is not included in the

lesson and iu simply not taught. The same point could be made

with the eflexive verbs in German, French, and Spanish.



In both the speaking and listening skills, the fictitious

American hero almost always interacts and communicates perfectly

with his natIve speaker friends, and at a highly sophisticated

level that could not be expected of the elementary student in

the classi.00m. It would be more realistic for the American

speaker not to understand occasionally, .and to use thi3 as an

occabsion to introduce such useful utterances as the equivalents

of 'Excuse me: I di,dn't understand you.', and 'Would you repeat

that, please?'

The longer continuous selection bypasses the all-important

get-around-in-the-language stage of proficiency, or what might

be called the impersonal transaction. We'mean the language ex-

changed in asking directions, mailing something at the post

office, or ordering something to eat or drink. These short im-

persopal transactions are bypassed in elementary textbooks because

the authors usually opt for a personalized fiction, because trans-

actions require many different situations, and because they are

not long enough to fill out what is thought to be a proper dialogue.

You enter a charcuterie and say: "Deux tranches de jambon, s'il

vous plait." (Seven words, end of conversation, cut.) Next

scene, in the railroad station: "Tours--un 'billet aller et retour,

s'il vous --"Cinquante francs, monsieur." (End of con-

versation, cut.)'

A current German text contains a long-dialogue,between the

fictitious hero and his German friend in the Munich railroad

station before departing for Vienna.. But alas, no one finds it

necessary to stop at the ticket window. It may be thOught that

'this criticflom is antiintellectual, but if a time machine could

place Hegel himself in the Munich'railroad Station for the pur-

pose of beinning a journey hd would have to go to the ticket

window to buy a ticket. The impersonal transaction is something

no speaker r)f a language is excused from.

Inevi; ly, there is pretension built into elaborate fictions

in a text1,. .eiciitious dialogues or narratives are apt to fall

short of ti 3ntended tone and become embarrassingly corny.

Real speech iatipn s make no pretentions as fictions and there-



fore cannot fail as such. It is impossible to be corny in

saying: Deux bar:uettes, s'il vous plait.

Furthermore, the fiotitious continuities of our elementary

textbooks are Outmoded in terms of the sensibilities Of today's

youth. In an inforMation-oriented age, we continue to produce

trivial fictions. For a generation condiitioned to discontinuity,

to the televised twenty=seeond commercial spot with as many

separate and rapidly flashing impressions--for this general-ion

we contine to create material based on continuity. To take

another example from terevisionl continuous dialogues and read-
.

ings are like the Lawrence Welk show, in which all the numbers

performed are woven into a "theme" of con.tinuity for the benefit

of the geriatric audier*. We should be producing teaching

materials on the order of.the widely imitated "Laugh-In" with its

short skits and fast-cut one liners, or "Sesame Street," which

teaches numbersor concepts during thirty-second mock commercials.

Perhaps it is not surprising that what we do is sometimes per,

ceived as irrelevant. i

Some lessons contain too little and cause the teacher to

waste time; others contain far more than can be mastered within

the limited space allotted.
6 This situation occurs frequently,

represented, for example, in two lessons of a popular French text..

The new grammar of one lesson consists of the demonstrative pro-

noun ceTui(-ci) with its three variant forms, and the indefinites

ceci/cela--nothing more. A second lesson offers an overwhelming

array df the following items: the initial presentation of "regular".

-dre and -ir present tense conjugations; the compound past tense

of these same verbs (this tense having been introduced for the

first time in the immediately preceding lesson) ; and the reflexive

in affirmative, negative and interrogative statements in both the

present tense and the new compound past: Each of these two

lessons contains about two pap,es of exercises. The demonstrative

exercises are"tedidus. The exercises in the other lesson had

simply better be extensively supplemented to a, ,id disaster, and

the work on that material needs at least twice the time required

for the other. In most classes, these two lessons will be covered

in the same amount of time. That is the result of the assumption,

t.>



invariably encouraged by textbook aulhors and publishers, that

the lessons are of equal weight for pacing purposes.

In line with the tendency to put too much in a given lesson,

there is a related tendency to simply throw in an extra,canstruc-

tion or so because it is grammatically related to the main point.

One elementary German text throws the construction Das gefUllt

into the le3son on the dative because mir is a dative object, thus

unnecessarily complicating an already difficult new concept. The

parallel French plaire and Spanish guTtar are equally troublesome

for American speakers, and plaire is most often introduced with

other verbs which are syntactically incompatible with it merely

because they all "require an as the French texts say.

But the most serious fault of the lesson format is simply

this: large lesson blocks tend to force authors to conceive of ,

,

individual points of grammar in broad systematic terms, variations,

exceptions, irregularities, infrequent points and all. The arith-

metic of thia tendency is obvious. If there are two hundred small

individual points of grammar which must be introduced in anY elem-'

'entary textbook, eight points would have to be introduced per lesson

if there were twenty-five lessons with new grammar (i.e., not in-

cluding review lessons). With twenty net lessons, ten minimal

points,would have to be introduced. Since eight or ten potentially

unrelated points per.lesson are obviously more than authors, teachers,

or.learners can juggle successfully, authors are forced to conceive

of the grammar in terms of broad blocks.

Thus "one" point of grammar in a book organized into lessons

might bc both perfect tenses of weak verbs in German, or the entire

reflexive. Or, elementary German books usually introduce all six

der-words together, and in a very early lesson. They do so because

dieser and jeder are so frequent, being 29th and 98th respectively

in order of,frequency in Pfeffer's word list. But _j_ener, which

interferes with jeder and is misused by most English-speaking

students of German, is 694th in frequency' in Pfeffer,7 and a recent

study has shown that it occurs almost exclusivelY in abstract con-

texts and complicated syntactical patterns beyond the active reach

of the elementary student.
8

In addition, .solcher and mancher are

plagued by the complications solch ein (ein solcher) and manch ein.

9
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So the exception-ridden and relatively infrequent portiont of the

systematic unit of grammar called der-words get in the way of the

more frequent and straightforward portions.

In terms of complexity, the der-words are a small and simple

block of grammar compared to other areas. The reflexive, in

French as,in German and Spanish, is one of the most complicated

pedagogical problems teachers of those languages confront. In

books organized into lessons, the reflexive t.ends tO be thought

of as a single point of grammar, and it is typically treated in

one lesson (in German) or two or three connected lessons-(in

French). In fact, however, any careful pedagogical grammar of

the reflexive would break it .down into many different points.

The following is a tentative outline for French:

1. The so-called "literal"
reflexive, or sbatements
that would also be re-
flexive in English.

2. Verbs most often used re-
flexively, but not reflex-
ive in English.

3. Verbs e::clusively reflex-
ive, but not reflexive in
English.

4.. Those "grooming"'veros which
add the interference of the"
indirect object reflexive
and the direct object noun
with the definite article,
where English Would require
a possessive adjective.

5. The reciprocal reflexive.
An additional problem:
The equivalent English
verbs are used intran-
sitively, but not the
French. 'We meet.'

6. Verbs whose meanings
changt from the transi-
tive to the reflexive,
some subtly, some radi--
cally,

7. To express what would be
passive in English.
Especially,frequent in
Spanish.

J

Je me vois.(dans un
pays exotique).

Je me leve. D4pechez-Nous!

se souvenir, s'evanouir,
se moquer

Elle s'est lave. les cheveux.

Nous nous'connaissons bien.

Nous nous retrouvons.

Je me sers d

ILs'agit de (see activites).

Cela ne se fait pas.
klti7 se habla esnagnol.
Allr se vende cerveza.
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8. To indicate a cpange of
condition. The equiva-
lent of English "get" Je me fatigue.
plus adjective.

Wich the exception of point eight, th,e above outline is

valid, on the whole, for German. In addition, the German indirect
#

object reflexive has a greater range and selparate datiVe forms in

the first person and the second person familiar. A Mrther com-

plication in German is the'reflexive plus prepositional phrase

complement; Ich freue mich., but Ich freue mich auf Ihren Besuch.,
7

and Ich freue mich darauf. Without contrastive reference to

English, a comprehensive comput'erized analysis-of the Gelalman re-

flexive divides it into ten categories, which, given- the extreme

complexity of the phenomenon, the author.concedes to.be problem-

atical in many cases. 9

The divisiono outlined above refer only to the various mean-

ings of the reflexive. At the same time, the learner must cope

with formidable additional problems of structUre and word ol*der.

These include the agreement of subject and reflexive pronoun w4

they are widely separated in the sentence; the use, in Fren,oti, of

etre a the auxiliary; and the position of the reflexivyVpronoun

in the affirmative, negative, and interrogative in qiMple and

compound tenses. Then there is the imperative and the infinitive

in context and, in German, the separation of the reflexive pronoun,

from the verb it belongs to when a form.of the latter Is in the

final position (Er hatte sich schon seit Wochen auf seinen Urlaub

in Eurona r,efreut.). When all these aspects and dimensions of

the reflexive are treated together in the lesson format, the care-

ful separation necessary to ease the way for the student becomes

almost impossible. One direct method French text, with explana-

tions coTpletely in French, randbmly intermixes all the Freneh-

reflexive verbs mentioned above plus otherp for a total of sixty

in a rambling, disconnected presentation'that defies credibility.

Finally,so much of the reflexive in other European lan'guages is

so highly contrastive to Englioh that concentrated treatment of

it in traditional lesson blocks violates, almost of necessity,

a valid criterion that has been advanced in the literature on

11
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teltbook evaluation--that the "learning burden" be evenly'dis-

tributed from one unit to the next.1°

We haye shown, then, that the lesson format seriously dis-

torts and complicates the presentation of the elementary grammar

of a foreign language. By contrast, the justifications for tradi-

tional lessons are relatively insignificant, and seem mainly to

be the result of long usage, the traditions of Lati.n.grammar, aad

the commercial considerations of publishers. ,A book so organ1ze4

does lepd itself to a rapid overview by those examining a teXt

for adoption, and the prospective teaeher is asured-that instruc-

tion will proc:ied in a series of recUrring and predictable cycles.

The lesson format seeMs to be,enforced primarily by the publishers5

perception of teacher, acceptability which, in turn, is based on

a concern for finishing the grammar in the course of:theyfirst,

year. But given the uneven density of lessons in most textbooks,

even this advantage is dearly bought by a rushed and inadepte

treatment of some points and excessive class time.spent on others.

Even in the area of pacing, therefore, the supposed strengths 'of

the lesson format are illusory.

Instead of organizing itdividual points of grammar into

large blocks and thereby fragmenting our pedagogical attention,

why can't we separate these points, place each 1>i its own diAinet

subdivision, and give it the detailed ana undivided attention it

requires. Instead of thinking in terms of lessons', why can't we

conceiVe of the material to be-taught as a continuum composed of

minimal 1.1.?.rement units.

A minimal increment unit could be defined as an individual

point of grammatical structure to the pxclusion of most irregu-
,

larities or other complications, or a unit of optimum size for

easy student assimilation. An example in German would be the'

perfecit tense of weak verbs with haben: Ich habe es gesagt.

Such a unit is not as minimal as it may seem, for the German

perfect contrasts with the preterite, %%Tich would be used in

English, and the student must learn the formation of the past

participle and cope with its final position in the clause.

Examples in French would be the use of on assubject, the ily a

vo1l[7.1. contrast, and the 11 faut construction (this last firmly

12
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planted well before the intrqduction of subjunctive compli-

cations).

In the initial increments, tne auchors could se/ect what is

easy, frequent, or.,has ngh communication value. This would give

the students self confide..lce and help reduce the beginning-of-term

dropout rate and the panic reaction in Ihhich many students start

learn the course/instead of the language. f the words and

struqtures introduced actually help the students use the language

either in ihe country or the classroom, they should be better

motivated to learn. At this early stage, there would be a con-

ceptration on gramirr that can be lexicalized, on short, straight-

forward sentences, commands, and questions. In this way, learners
0

would b.Jild up a sieeable f,nd of expressions and vocabuiary before

more difficult structures are .ntroduced. As they progress into

the language, the authors should ask themselves: "What can we say

with what we know so far?" In choosing what to introduce in the

.next increment, shey should asi: "What can we introduce that will

exte.nd the student's communicative range the most?

Most of the advantages of the increment unit organization

can be sta ed in terms of sequencing. In the lesson format,

?flexibilit in sequencing i'S-limited by the relatively small
._..,--

number of leor-i; and still further,by the fact that the firxt

three or four will be devoted to the very basic and the last three

or four tb advanced reading. gramar. But as the number of sUb-

divisions In a textbook is increased, the number of theoretically

possIble juxtapositions tises exponentially and becomes unlimited

for practical purposes after one hundred or so units are reached.

Even though a large number of sequences must be eliminated because

some points of grammar must be introduced before others, the remain-

ing possibilities would still offer a vast range for experimentation.

In any organiz;ttion with'more and smaller units, the art of sequencing
-"

could thorefore be brought to a level of refinement unknown today.

One could sequence for imparting self confidence in the early stage

of the course, for-an easy rate of assimilation, and for minimizing

student frustration and therefore the probable dropout rate. One

'could -1quence for reinforcement of what has just been learned,

13
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for firmly implanting the basic feature of a structure before

attacking, the exceptions, and for stud7t motivation through

maximizing oral communication facility as early as possible in

the course. Finally, ono could sequence for miniimizing inter-

ference between English and the target language and between items

within the target language. This list is by no means complete.

We do not conceive of the increment units as being of the

same length or having the same internal structure. Each incre-

ment would, rather, be precisely as long or as short as recuired

for the treatment and optimum exploitation of. the point at hand. ,

Also, the mode of presentation and types of exercises would not

be dictated by a recurring pattern, but by the most appropriate

treatment of the individual structure.. .Isolated constructions would

not, as in the lesson format, be thrown in for inadequate treatment

with the material bearing the closest grammatical similarity. In-

stead, they mould'be made the subject of their own distinct increments.

Examples would be'gefallen in German, gustar in Spanish, and the depuis

time phrase in'French; Nous sommPs a Bordeaux depuis quatre jours.

Since the number of 'increments would approximate or exceed the

number of class periods in an academic year, tests,could be sched--

uled with equal convenience on any dgy of the -erm. They would not,

as in the lesson organization, be convenient only' at breaks between

lessons, and teachers would be relieved of the necessity of rushing

to finish lessons in order to assign quizzes on scheduled or con-

venient days.

An elementay textbook divided into flexible increments offers

many intriguing possibilities for easing the way over grammatical

difCicu]ties, from the moderately complicated to the most formid-
t#

able: The French negatives are a 'goOd example of a moderately

complicated block, and one which is rarely given systematic treat-

ment in textbooks or made the subject of a major component in a

lesson. In four or five very small separate units, the variations

of this important structure could be taught both more easily and

more thorouighly; (1) the basic no , . ne . 'amais, ne

. . plus, structurally consistent, early in the course; (2) in

a later unit, no . . . rion and no . . personnPc of which the

final o]ement functions as a noun and can serve as subject Or

14
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object; (3)the structure and word order of the above, including

negatives, in the compound past after that tense is introduced;

(4)the seinantically confusing ne . . . que, which follows the

negative pattern, but should be contrasted in drills with a true

negative to show clearly its non-negative meaning; (5)finally, a

unit sequenced very late might introduce additional negatives of

lesser frequency Wre, aucun, nul, nulle part), though these

could well be left for i'2.1usion in the intermediate course.

But the most attractive possibilities of the increment organ-

ization are in easing the way over large and formidable blocks of

grammar such as the French reflexive. Its introduction could be

through a situational presentation--things everybody does every

day. In the following example, there is one use of the "literal"

reflexive to illustrate° the strUcture and function of the pronoun,

six verbs which are most often reflexive, and three non-reflexives

for contrast:

Je me reveille.
Je me leve.
Je me regarde dans la glace.
Je me lave.
Je me'rase.
Je m'habille.
(Je vais aux classes.
(Je rentre A. la maison.
(je dine avec la famille.
Je me couche de bonne heure.

With this limited presentation as an, introduction, the structural

present tense°pattern of the reflexive could be thoroughly learned

with minimal distraction from new vocatollary. Drills could offer

practice with a variety of personal subjects, could contrast re-

flexive and non-reflexive structures, and include the simple tense
L_

negative as welli rff- Vbsequent increments, new aspects of the

reflexive,could be presented, one or twO at a time, each unit at

the same'time both explicitly and,subtly reviewing and reinforcing

uses and structures from prdceding uniis. Thc pr'ogression would be

carefully planned from what is simpler, more'practical, or moe

frequent Lo thco exceptional and more complicated. Such a spiraling

learning process should result in better and easier assimilation

or the matOrial by the student.11



As with anything new, we foresee a few possible difficulties

with an increment unit organization. Courses would have to be

planned more carefully and with greater attention to pacing. The

table of conLenLs would probab3y be cluttered, and a book organized

into increments would not lend itself to the quick overview so

popular with teachers examining a text for adoption. Also, it

may not be possible to cover the entire grammar quite as rapidly

using increment 4Anits as it would using lessons. We do feel,'

however, that the difference would not be a great as some might

expect. Any serious problems cou,ld be remedied by the expedient,

desirable in any case, of greater integration of the elementary

and intermediate courses, or at least of .producing an integrated

elementary and review grammar between one set of covers. The

perceived necessity of "choosing a book we can finish in a year"

has long been a major impediment to neeled innovation at the

elementary ,level. The increment unit format would have so many

offsettin advantages that it should definitely be tried. Recently,

the profession has witnessed a good deal of discussion of min(i.-units,

microteaching, and spiraling. It is high time,that these insights

were applied as a trintter of course to the writing of elementary/

textbooks.
,

Obviously, the increment unit.organization outlined here i's

not the only possible alternative to the traditigRft±.Inson format.

Once the rigid lesson block is abandoned, autho r

,

t experimenting

with new organizations will undoubtedly come up ith new modes

and variants. As a more cautious first step, for example, minimal

increments could be limited to providing an easy introduction in

Lhe early part of the course. Or a text could start with very

-small increments which grow longer as the course progresses,

approaching lesson length as more review is incorporated toward

the end of the book. But any alternative would involve breaking

up the long unwieldy lesson blocks into smaller and more assimi-

lab1c uniLs on the one hand, and, on the other, giving each point

to be learned a treatment that is individually appropriate rather

than one dIctated by a recurring pattern of organization.

16
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We sepse that discontent with many aspects of the lesson

organization is widespread in the profession today. Books

which do retain lesson blocks are increasingly revising them to

eliminate the separation of explanations and drills. Textbook

advertisements ooast that not more than three separate points

of grammar are presented in each lcsson, or that the various

points are first drilled separately before being combined in

"mixed drills."

Also, rigid adherence to the lessOn format has been aban-

'cloned in several textbooks now on the market. In 1966, Politzer

Hagiware, and Carduner published the revised edition of an

elementary French text entitled L'Echelle, which is not organ-

ized into lessons but into 224 "learning steps," each devoted

to a minimal point of grammar. The authors argue in the Preface

that "in language instruction, the individual problem forms the

linguistic as well as the psychological unit of learning," and

they are implie44y critical of an organization "according to

lessons that contain several grammatical points with rules,

exceptions, and exceptions to exceptions merely because they

belong logically or grammatically (though perhaps not peda-

gogically) under the same heading."
12 For various extraneous

reasons,-however, this text,has not been widely imitated or

adopted. At least there have been no new editions'since 1966.

Albert Valdman's innovative now elementary text Langue et

Culture (1975)
13 contains a total of fifty-two teaching units'

divided into three parts. The First Part's twenty-five lessons--

termed Leeons 3n contrast to the longer Unites of Parts Two

and Three--are in essence the kind of increments we have in

mind: short units presenting useful language for communication

and the easy portions of the basic grammar. The Communicating

in Spanish program of Lamadrid, Bull, and Briscoe (1974) is'the

most mdical of any beginning language material or method that

we have seen. Totaily programmed from beginning to end, it

leads the student through the language in 110 "Assignments,"

orgnnizing, in the words of the author:s, "the learning sequence
14

in greater deLail than any existing textbook. As of early 1976,

1.7
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both these texts are so new that it is not yet possible to make

an accurate assessment of their success.
15

But these new departures should become the rule rather than

the exceptions. With the language requirement gone in many colleges

and universities, and with SAT scores of verbal ability on a down-

ward .311de for well over a decade, the foreign language profession

can no lonfTr afford the avoidable difficulties and student frus-

trations that have all too frequently been a direct consequence

of the lesson organization. With new formats\built around small

increments, the language could be approached f\rom the point of

least resistance, and the college student with limited verbal

aptitude and no previous foreign language exposure would be less

likely to be lost to languages than he is at present. To facilitate

this deldrable goal, 'new elementary textbooks with radically new,

easier, and more flexible organizations are urgently needed.
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German in Roginning T(xtbooksan Appraisal and Proposal," Tinter-
rich_tnprais, 6, No. 1 L19741, n).
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